
How Can You Effectively Deliver a 
Successful SAP Program With a 
Remote Workforce?
In the last couple of weeks we have experienced a huge change in how those within the 
world of SAP work, interact and most importantly stay healthy.

SAP projects are unique.  They are nearly always across large complex landscapes and 
costly carrying considerable risk. In my view they can also be fairly emotive projects with 
stakeholders not always on board.

I noticed very quickly that during the recent COVIC19 crises there has been a huge 
amount of content and information RE: how to effectively work from home.  All very useful 
and worth a read.
  
However from speaking to leaders within the SAP community what has become apparent 
is that we are not accustomed to effectively leading large SAP programs/projects with a 
remote workforce.   Yes we have done it in pockets or via overseas vendors/partners how-
ever never for a sustained period of time with ‘everyone’ isolated, including the leaders 
who are accustomed to being so visible.

What we have therefore quite simply done is reached out to a number of SAP leaders who 
are currently right now hands on in the thick of SAP projects and asked them what are 
they doing to effectively lead and deliver their projects today.  In short, how are they adapt-
ing and changing to deliver. 

The information below has been put together at short notice and is a quick tips and help 
guide – apologies for any grammatical or spelling errors.

Thank you also to all of those great SAP leaders out there or helping and contributing to 
this.  By sharing knowledge and best practice processes that work we can collectively pull 
together to work through this period together and move forward.

1 It’s a pretty simple approach that I take. Talk to your team, often. This is 
something I do normally, both informal business catch up’s and formal 1:1’s. 
In the current climate, increase those touch points. Have group call, use 
Teams, Zoom, Skype. Have personal calls. Make sure you check in on the 
health and well-being of them, their partners, their kids, their family. Talk 
about the challenges they face. Make light of the fact that kids pop up on 
calls, that pets want to interact also! 
So my one tip is TALK more so now than ever…

Head of 
Delivery

3 Make daily contact/check-in with each and every team member both from a 
personal and a professional perspective. Confirm they are ok and have what 
they need.  Make sure they still feel like they're part of the team. Encourage 
all team members to make regular contact with others too, we're all in this 
together.

Project 
Manager

CIOBe digitally visible, lead from the front, connect frequently, recognise the 
efforts and contributions and remind people that it’s an opportunity to go the 
extra mile and deliver exemplary service. 
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Transformation 
Program 
Manager

My approach towards leading a remote program of work is to adjust the 
plans accordingly and not shoot for the often ambitious stretch-targets of 
large $multi-million programs of work. Possibly breaking up the program into 
smaller components of work will make things more manageable and is likely 
to control the otherwise potentially very high daily burn rates.  

What we have also observed is that there is a heavy dependency on 
Skype/Teams meetings and emails. This might reflect the current state of 
sophistication of collaboration tools,  which should be upgraded to some of 
the more sophisticated tools for remote collaborative whiteboarding and the 
like. If I was starting out on a new remote program I would also want to 
involve some change management and training in terms of the disciplines 
required for moderating and participating in remote meetings as these are 
largely acquired skills to date, but for large project meetings this needs to be 
more organised.  

Apart from that, my focus would be around the need to develop a Program 
tempo and sense of teamwork/fun. There are various actions that PMOs and 
Change Mgt can come up with such as team profiles . . . team news . . .. 
photo competitions… … favourite music track and guessing whose track it 
is. . . . rotating the moderators of meetings and so forth.
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4 I have found that having your home office for a technology perspective to 
support you WFH arrangement sustainably is critical.

Good speed internet (I have NBN);
Suitable desk, chair, monitor, etc;
Great teleconferencing facility. (I use zoom or webex or MS Teams).
Setup VPN if you need to connect to company internal systems protected 
by firewalls (there are service providers who can do it promptly and very 
cost effectively).

And more importantly looks after your own health first!

Project 
Manager

6 My tip, that has proven to work time and time again, is to have a virtual daily 
stand-up meeting for each workstream, to track progress and check-in 
generally to see how everyone’s feeling. It opens up conversation and allows 
for blockers to be addressed immediately. Understanding that the meetings 
are a safe and trusted environment for airing any concerns is important too.

Business 
Systems 
Manager

8 Explain to your teams that we need to get the balance right between being 
able to deliver on time and on budget and micro managing. It is not 
intentional but it may feel like micro managing at times. As a team we have 
an advantage as we all know each other and have delivered successfully 
previously – let’s take this challenge and continue to deliver!

Project 
Manager

10 Now, more than ever, is it more important to keep connected across your 
team, and your colleagues.  Don't focus on work deliverables in every call, 
chat, or meeting, think of one person you'd normally just pass in the corridor 
and say hi to, and reach out to them, make sure they're OK, have a virtual 
coffee with them etc.

Head of IT

ERP Practice 
Lead

My favourite tool is smartsheet. It’s a very enabling tool. Of course, virtual 
conference call tools like skype are also indispensable.
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Technology 
Program 
Manager

My tip would be to ensure that you have effective collaboration tools.
But also ensure that the workforce is structured in its working Remote 
processes.  But also make sure that the remote worker… get some time to 
go for either a walk to get some fresh air, or take a few minutes with the kids 
if they are at home as well, and just be removed for a few minutes away from 
being locked up in their remote workforce office or room.
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From the insights above we will soon put together a leading from home framework for SAP 
leaders and distribute accordingly.  

www.swiftmomentum.com

11 My tip: utilize online tools such a Microsoft Teams. Ask the team to use the 
camera, doesn't matter if you look like you have just gotten out of bed, but 
this way at least we can see each other smile and see the emotion on 
peoples faces. Keep in touch with all your stakeholders, use this time to 
understand their fears and frustrations and do all we can professionally to 
get the job done. Ask the team to playback what they have built or 
configured allowing the team to present and showcase their progress. This 
allows all to communicate as we are becoming isolated in our own homes.

Program 
Director

13 Daily “Standups” via a collaboration tool like Microsoft Teams and we have 
adopted a “cameras on” policy so everyone sees each other and gauges 
expressions etc. We also allow a little more time for personal exchanges like 
holding your dog up to the screen or a crazy hat just to ease the tension 
little. Extending mobile phone number of rings to voice mail and use them as 
you would to chat across a desk

Business 
Systems 
Manager

8 Work with customers to obtain remote access to their non production 
systems. 
Ensure the team have stable and high speed connectivity from home. NBN 
speeds stability may be unreliable so consider a mobile WiFi plan for each 
of the team.
Use collaborative software regularly 
Have fun stuff like lunchtime checkins and sharing assuming YouTube clips 
to break up the isolation
Virtual coffee every morning  and non work focused topics for ten minutes.

Project 
Manager

Program 
Manager

Staying in contact and keeping people informed.  Listening and responding 
quickly.
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Senior Project 
Manager

I have just run a cutover and go-live of a SAP S/4Hana MTE program in NZ 
and am part way through a SAP S/4Hana MTE implementation cutover in 
AU.

To me the thing that is always lacking is collaboration tools. We are too often 
in the position where the Client and SI have separate systems that cannot 
be effectively shared with each involved party.
We have used Google Hangouts to run periodic updates and used Trello 
boards to track tasks through to completion.

In every go-live there is a large number of tasks that require coordination and 
management by the project manager and team involved.
For every program going forward we currently live in a connected world 
where collaboration is a viable tool to assist in delivery of projects of work.
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